Honda 98 civic

The sixth generation Honda Civic was introduced in with 3-door hatchback, 4-door sedan and
2-door coupe body styles, replicating its predecessor's lineup. The Domani replaced the sedan
version of the Concerto in Japan while the sedan version of the Concerto was directly replaced
by the sixth generation Civic sedan in other markets. Neither were offered in North America. The
Civic 5-door hatchback also formed the basis for the Rover although the 4-door sedan version
of the Rover was quite distinct from the Domani. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the
Year Japan Award for the third time. CX : The base trim package, available as a hatchback only.
In , the CX added inch wheels as standard equipment. In , the CX added tilt steering as standard
equipment. Power steering was standard on all sedans, and on the coupes when ordered with
automatic transmission. For , the DX added inch wheels as standard equipment. LX : Available
as a four-door only. It included all standard equipment from DX plus inch wheels, power
windows, power locks, power mirrors, power steering, front stabilizer bar, front center armrest
with storage compartment, cargo area light, cruise control, and tachometer. For , the LX added
air conditioning as standard equipment. It included all standard equipment from LX plus a
higher-horsepower SOHC VTEC engine, power sunroof, air conditioning, remote entry system,
plus body-colored side mirrors and side molding. ABS was standard on sedan only and optional
on the coupe if equipped with an automatic transmission. For , the EX added a CD player as
standard equipment. It was the only trim available with a CVT continuously variable
transmission , though customers could also choose a 5-speed manual transmission. It included
all standard equipment from DX, plus a slightly higher horsepower VTEC-E engine, alloy wheels,
power windows, power locks, power steering, and tachometer. GX : Introduced in and available
as a sedan for fleet-purchase only, this trim package was specially designed to run on natural
gas. See Honda Civic GX for detail and references. It included all standard equipment from DX
plus automatic transmission, power locks, CD player, air conditioning, keyless entry, and
special paint. EX trims had the slave cassette player standard. All vehicles were equipped with
four speakers except for the EX which included two extra tweeters located on the front doors ,
radio wiring prep , and an antenna regardless of whether or not they had a radio. Changes from
the standard Civic included stiffer, progressive-rate springs, stiffer front and rear anti-roll bars,
and a tower brace, which contributed to a flatter-cornering ride. There are power locks, power
windows, a CD player, cruise control, air conditioning, power sunroof, and tilt steering. In , for
the model year, the Civic had some updates for both the interior and exterior. These redesigns
could vary according to the country of origin for the car. For example, in some European
countries there was no redesign to the climate control area or to the rear of the sedan models.
The updated cars received a facelift which included a new grille, new headlights, new front
bumper, fenders and hood and redesigned taillights. The coupe and sedans models also
received a slight redesign to the bottom of the rear bumper. On the pre-facelift sedans, the stop
lights were on top of the reverse and turn lights; for the facelift version, the reverse and turn
lights were on top of the stop lights. Inside, the center console had a makeover. The sliding air
system controls were replaced by rotary ones, which freed up space to accommodate an
enlarged radio, which included the cassette player or Compact Disc player. Previously, the large
size of the ventilation controls reduced the size of the radio, necessitating a slave cassette
player or Compact Disc player at the bottom of the console. Fuel injection was multi-point. The
GX trim had the D16B5 engine designed to run on compressed natural gas. It had a
compression ratio of Most trim packages DX, LX, EX, Si were available with a standard 5-speed
manual transmission with a hydraulic clutch, or an optional 4-speed automatic transmission.
Various gear sets and final drives were used between trims and model years, resulting here are
4 different manual transmission combinations:. Si Coupe: Shortest gearing of all the 6th
generation Honda Civics, 4. The HX trim was offered with the 5-speed manual or a CVT
Continuously Variable Transmission which offered three driving ranges, D standard
transmission ratios for normal driving , S secondary ratios for spirited driving with higher
engine speeds , and L lowest ratios to provide maximum engine braking and peak power. The
conventional 4-speed automatic was not available on the HX trim. A JDM variant called the civic
RTi was also produced and it featured either manual and automatic transmissions coupled to a
Honda real-time all-wheel-drive layout. Other JDM Ferio models included a model with the
RealTime 4wheel drive and a rear wiper in the back window of the sedan, which was not seen in
other markets. Canadian trim packages were mostly similar to the United States, though with
different designations. All sedans and coupes had a group option package available that added
air conditioning and anti-lock brakes. The hatchbacks, available only in CX and DX trims, were
sold as economy cars ; as in the US, they had none of the amenities of other trims in the Civic
lineup, not even as options. All sedans, coupes, and the hatchback DX had two front airbags ;
while the CX hatchback had the driver's side airbag only. The car was similar to the Canadian
DX hatchback, but came with additional standard parts including mesh inch wheels identical to

an optional wheel in the Japanese market beginning with the previous generation of Civic, and
similar in design to the common third generation inch Integra mesh wheels , body-coloured side
mirrors and side mouldings, a mid-wing and a Special badge on the rear of the hatch. The Civic
was introduced in initially with two 1. In the year the VtiR body was no longer available as a ek4
hatch and instead sold as the em1 coupe. Indy Special Also available in Australia was a special
edition yellow version of the ek1 civic called the Indy Special. The name was inspired by Indy
car racing. Both came with regular front disk brakes and rear drum brakes. Transmission
choices were a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic, available in both trims. During the
facelift, an SiR version was introduced. It had a B16a2 1. Formula red and sunburst yellow color
variants followed aftwerwards with silver accents on the center console. The only transmission
choice was a 5-speed manual. There was also the Civic Type R , sold only in the Japanese
domestic market , and only available as a hatchback and a 5-speed manual with LSD as the only
available transmission. The chassis was given the designation EK9. The EK9 was very special
as it was essentially based on the JDM EK4 SiR but taken out of the production line and given
additional reinforcement to the chassis and body shell. Weight was also meticulously removed
to create a light weight racecar feel. Other additions over the EK4 were bigger brakes,5 stud
wheel hub, quicker steering ratio, specially tuned suspension, Recaro seats, MOMO steering
wheel, titanium shift knob, front lip spoiler, rear wing, smoked headlights and a hand built
engine that embodied the racing spirit of Honda. This engine featured a hand polished cylinder
head, lighter flywheel, redesigned cam profiles, high compression pistons and balanced
crankshaft. The gearbox was fitted with a helical type limited slip differential. It has the 1. These
settings affected which cam was used, the ECU's air-fuel mapping, and gearbox behaviour on
automatics. S2 was the sportiest mode. In South Africa, the 3-door hatchback was sold under
the "Civic Coupe" pre-facelift and "Civic" facelift nameplates. The 4-door sedan was marketed
under the " Ballade " nameplate. In South Africa the 2-door Civic coupe Si was not available.
The Type R was never released into the South African market. It was built in five-door hatchback
and Aerodeck Estate models in various trim levels and engine sizes. The Aerodeck name was
previously used on the Honda Accord Aerodeck , which was a two-door station wagon,
popularly known in Europe as a shooting-brake. These came with five-door body and fifty-five
litre fuel tank, ABS, driver and passenger air bags, power steering and electric door mirrors,
amongst other things. The later models came with air conditioning as standard. The 1. The
Domani-based Civics were also available with the Rover L-Series diesel engine which was a
2-litre, eight-valve, direct-injection turbocharged unit 20T2N, 20T2R ; an essential addition in the
European market. Later diesel engines came with intercoolers. Compared to the original
Domani, the Liftback and Aerodeck featured a new interior, similar to that of the more upmarket
Rover Standard 1. The MB6 VTi-S five-door was made in a limited run of of each body type, and
only sold in the Honda colour 'Pirates Black', with body coloured bumpers. The VTI-S improved
on the appearance of the standard Civic VTi five-door with a more pronounced front lip and also
a rear lip on the bumpers, and different side skirts. It also came fitted with lightweight 15"
Speedline Chrono alloy wheels, with a split spoke design. The later VTi-S models came fitted
with the lightweight Speedline "fan" alloy wheels. Other than this, the it is identical to the
regular VTi. The instrument dials on later VTi-S models changed slightly, now with italic
numbering. The three-door EK4 VTi-S was produced in only and were produced in this time, all
on 'R' registration plates. The boot badges spelling out 'Honda' 'Civic' '1. Mechanically and in
performance terms it is identical to a regular EK4 VTi. To commemorate the Honda Mugen
Jordan F1 team. A car special limited edition Honda Civic VTi EK4 3-door model was created
with their own signed Eddie Jordan plaque with the specific number stamped on it in the centre
console. This car was sold in â€” It had the same basic spec as the EK4 VTi, but the extras
included: Sunlight Yellow paint work, yellow-and-black leather interior, Jordan decals on the
sides and rear of the car as well as stitched into the seats and floor carpets. Like the Renault
Clio Williams , the Jordan team had no involvement in the development of the car. Rover
developed these vehicles from the Honda Domani -based European Civic, using their own
engines. UK produced with styling and interior specifications were aimed primarily at the UK
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Honda Civic Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ.
Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic
Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type
R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact
crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6.
Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB.
Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic
Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Visit Sun City Motors online at Prices subject to change
without notice and do not include Title, License, Registration Fees, State or Local Taxes or
Processing Fees Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. After you submit your
application a salesperson will contact you to verify your information. Get Approved in 60 secs.
Apply Now! Check in at autoquestexpresscom One owner! It doesnt get much better than this
one with a one owner pedigree! No check lights no rust no wrecks clean title clean Carfax!
Mechanical inspection invited! Only Call to schedule a test drive! We are proud to offer one of
the best used car warranties in the industry. All vehicles come with fresh oil changes, all fluids
are topped off, new VA Inspection, and we are always happy to provide you with a free car fax
report. Check us out on Facebook at We have fuel-efficient sedans and SUVs with spacious
interiors. If you're in search of a pre-owned pickup, we have those too. Neither the dealership
nor DealerCarSearch is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. Visit Gas Motorcars
online at Description: Used Honda Civic Si. Sold as is and for parts only! That's what we want
from the time you walk into our showroom looking for the new or used Honda vehicle of your
dreams to the day you want to trade it in. See dealer for details. Let us find it for you! Save time
and money and visit our friendly and professional staff at Griffin Chevrolet, W. Metro Auto Mall
Blvd in Milwaukee. This fun to drive Civic is 4CYL, 1. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo
location today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. Vehicle is at our Pueblo
Location The Honda Civic! This vehicle is a triumph, continuing to deliver top-notch execution
in its segment! Top features include air conditioning, power moon roof, cruise control, and
much more. Our aim is to provide our customers with the best prices and service at all times.
Stop by our dealership or give us a call for more information. We know that prospective
customers are extremely well educated when researching their next vehicle. South Chicago
CDJR has made it easy to get all the available vehicle information so you can spend less time
researching and more time enjoying your purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Type Sedan 8, Hatchback 1, Coupe 1, Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 9, Manual 1, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 10, Cylinders 4 cylinders 10, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
New Listing. Title issue. Price Drop. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Does it even have a check engine light? I really don't know, now that I think
about it. I found a nice one-owner with K. After two years it has K and the only thing that has not
been routine maintenance has been some rust thru the exhaust system. That's it. That's all I've
had to touch. Everything works. It also beasted thru the Appalachian mountains loaded with
myself and about lbs of military gear, so don't underestimate the power under the hood. And I
average 35 mpg. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the

service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2002 toyota camry wiring diagram
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chevy uplander repair manual free
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

